Welcome to the parish of a hermit saint

Welcome in This is a time to move together
I want to You want to
Ahlan Ahlan
rise & fall of first
gags & last breaths
Timbre of the movement of blood of movement
A little boy studies the hands of elders schooled on the steps of the Middle East
He is handed a tambourine & tradition begins again
I want to love You want to love
tbla derebki darbuka doumbek

There is a busboy &
a boy who plays a drum

The song begins
at 10th & Ellsworth & goes around the world

It plays for Morocco for a Danish queen for kids in middle school

A little boy grows into a teacher that never stops being a student
He studies the hands of masters when he listens still as cedars studies the hands of masters whenever he sits in Ahlan

Welcome to the first & last rhythm lesson learned from his father that continues to fill the rooms
I want to love you You want to love me too

Let’s not say it’s entertainment Let’s say it’s everything